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Outline:
  - current HPC infrastructure
  - network services
  - available software tools
  - ISyMAB
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HPC infrastructure

IFIN_Bio 
Cluster

Myrinet 2000
2x Quad-core Xeon
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HPC infrastructure

IFIN_BC 
Cluster

Blades
Infiniband 4X
2x Quad-core Opteron
2x PowerXCell 8i
2x Hex-Core Xeon
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HPC infrastructure specs
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HPC Account Request

An account request form has been implemented in 
order to ease the interaction with new users.
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Cluster monitoring: Cacti
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Available software tools

Open-source scientific software packages:
NAMD
VMD
MMTSB

Commercial scientific softwares: 
CHARMM
Gaussian
VASP
Turbomole
Matlab

Generic softwares:
charm++
GotoBLAS
FFTW
MPI: MPICH-MX, OpenMPI, MVAPICH
GNU Toolchain, OpenMP
Ssh
Torque
IBM Software Kit for  Multicore Acceleration
TotalView

In-house developed:
ISyMAB
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RO: Integrated System for Modeling and data 
Analysis of complex Biomolecules (ISyMAB)



RO: Integrated System for Modeling and data 

Analysis of complex Biomolecules (ISyMAB)  
Short description
We aim at providing an efficient tool for data analysis in the 

framework of the simulation and modeling of large 
biomolecular systems by means of parallel molecular 
dynamics codes designed for high-performance computing 
(NAMD). The main focus is in the modeling of the G Protein-
Coupled Receptors, which are found in a wide range of 
species, and are involved in signalling from the outside to the 
inside of the cells.

The application builds a remote access framework on NAMD 
clusters which offers the users an integrated interface with 
analysis tools, which will make possible fast data analysis of 
complex simulation outputs directly on the remote systems. 
The users provide the initial parameters of the MD simulation, 
launch jobs, and make various data analysis on the output 
files.

  Developers: IFIN-HH/DPETI, Romania
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ISyMAB: progress of the work

   ISyMAB is currently in beta stage, developed and 
hosted on IFIN_Bio, which is part of the HP-SEE 
infrastructure. At this stage, it does not need 
porting to another site. 

  Results obtained according to the planning from 
D4.1 (see next images): 
- redesign and improvement of the web interface
- implementation of the torque (PBS) job management system 

within web interface: procedures to submit and manage the 
simulation jobs

- access the network shared folders within the cluster: local storage 
(Myrinet 2G interconnection) and permanent storage (Gigabit 
Ethernet interconnection).
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ISyMAB: progress of the work

- development of the module which features the MMTSB 
(Multiscale Modeling Tools for Structural Biology) toolset 

- integrate a function for downloading PDB files directly from the 
Protein data bank (http://www.rcsb.org)

- integrate the VirtualGL open source package, which has the 
ability to run OpenGL applications (in our case VMD) with full 3D 
hardware acceleration, in conjunction with TurboVNC (for remote 
visualization)

- development of a management module which controls 
dynamically the allocation of sessions for remote visualization
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ISyMAB overview scheme(1)
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ISyMAB login page (2)

Reachable from the Internet, 
but restricted to developers and
some testers.
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ISyMAB templates for files (3)

NAMD input file
PBS job 
description file
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IsyMAB file management (4)

Manage files located locally on 
the webserver, on the 
Permanent Storage or on the 
Internal Cluster Storage; here 
you can Edit, Delete, Download, 
Upload, Copy, or send the file to 
Execute on the cluster
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ISyMAB job management (5)

you can check the 
general informations 
for each PBS server 
and the queues 
defined on it
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ISyMAB job management – cont (5)

view the running jobs  
and the details for 
each queue and each 
job
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ISyMAB settings and statistics (6)

- check settings for NFS file 
sharing and VNC server

- check statistical graphs
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ISyMAB MMTSB package (7)
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ISyMAB MMTSB – some functions (8)

You can select a 
function from the 
drop-down menus 
and push “GO”. 
Then enter 
parameters, 
respecting the 
syntax mentioned 
and the output file 
and “GO”.
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ISyMAB MMTSB – some functions (9)

The functions are 
sorted in 6 color-
coded groups for 
easy usage.

The output files 
can then be found 
in the working 
directory, using the 
integrated file 
manager.
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ISyMAB download PDB (10)

We integrated the option 
to download it directly 
from RCSB database, 
using PDB ID.
Prior to this, the PDB files 
could only be uploaded 
from one's computer to 
the IsyMAB server. 
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ISyMAB remote visualization (11)

We created three session types 
for remote visualization, taking 
into the account the Internet 
speed at which you can connect 
to the server.

Upon selection, you click GO and 
it will be opened a new window to 
the Analysis server. In this page 
you will have the possibility to 
end the session hitting 
“Disconnect”.
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ISyMAB remote visualization – cont (12)

In the newly opened window, 
after authentication, you'll have 
VMD running remotely.
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ISyMAB remote visualization – cont (13)
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Although of moderate dimensions, the clusters built at IFIN-HH 
are important for smaller scale research, teaching and training 
future specialists in parallel computing and new HPC 
technologies. 

Near Future: grid enabled MPI cluster (with gLite 3.2)
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Conclusions and near future 
prospects



Thank you!
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